I5O    THEORY   AND    PRACTICE    OF   EDUCATION
important than to be victorious, that in what measure one
wishes for freedom, in that measure should one give it,
&c.
Trwining during Adolescence
During the first two periods of life sentiments grow slowly
and in the dark as it were. At adolescence a boy suddenly
finds himself a prey to strong feelings, many of which seem
to him entirely new. Thus he does not associate Ms almost
passionate love of bravery or truth with the less intense
feelings of a few years ago that made him struggle to do
the brave thing and speak the truth. Moreover, during
the period when his community meant so much to him,
he was often brave or truthful because it was expected of
him, but now he realizes strong forces within himself that
control his conduct. Unless at this period he is so fortunate
as to live with sympathetic people, he will pit himself
against his community and the characteristic words of
early adolescence are often * I can think for myself VI am
sorely allowed to have my own feelings *. But the very
fact that a youth of about fifteen feels impelled to assert
such traisms implies that he is entering that stage when
law is self-imposed and no longer external.
The problem of the educator at this period is twofold;
to make the transition from boyhood as easy as possible,
and to ensure that the law by which the growing youth is
self-governed is moral and social.
The transition from community-imposed law to self-
imposed is most easy if from his earliest years a child has
t>eea given responsibility that has steadily increased with
iiis grewiag powers of mind and body. Thus a child who
has amused himself, looked after himself and younger
eMldren, who has been encouraged to think fee himself aod
been left to suffer the consequences of his own mistakes,
ba$ gradually grown to regard himself as a responsible
and to natestand l*0w to control his actions*

